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The tunnel dispenses a “water mist” of antibacterial solution over a person’s clothes and exposed parts
of the body. Andrei Nikerichev / Moskva News Agency

Special disinfection tunnels have been installed at President Vladimir Putin’s residence
outside Moscow and at the Kremlin to protect him from the coronavirus, his spokesman
Dmitry Peskov confirmed Wednesday.

A number of figures in Putin’s circle of contacts have been diagnosed with Covid-19 since the
start of the pandemic, including Peskov and the chief doctor of Moscow's main coronavirus
hospital who shook hands with the president shortly before testing positive. Peskov has said
that everyone meeting Putin has been tested for Covid-19.
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В резиденции Путина появился дезинфицирующий туннель. Человека

https://www.interfax.ru/russia/713520


дезинфицируют туманным облаком.

Туннель разработала пензенская компания. pic.twitter.com/9zNX7jrK2a

— Кремлевский пул РИА (@Kremlinpool_RIA) June 16, 2020

The disinfection tunnels dispense a “water mist” of antibacterial solution over a person’s
clothes and exposed parts of the body, according to the state-run RIA Novosti news agency.

The tunnel’s maker is a company based in the city of Penza southeast of Moscow that began
manufacturing it in May 2020.

“The Russian president’s residence contacted managers at the MIZOTTY plant,” the Penza
region’s website cited the plant’s director Olga Izranova as saying.

“We had to deliver and install the equipment under a tight deadline, and the Penza company
was able to do to so faster and better than counterparts from abroad,” Izranova said.

Putin made his first public appearance for Russia Day, a public holiday, last Friday after more
than two months of coronavirus lockdown. Guests at an awards ceremony that day were
tested for Covid-19 and had to spend 12 days in self-isolation as a “precautionary measure.”

The Russian president is known for his aversion to germs and intense cautiousness regarding
his health.

Reports suggested that Kremlin officials would be required to go back to the office after
working remotely during the lockdown starting this Monday.

Russia has reported more than 550,000 coronavirus cases as of Wednesday, the world’s third-
highest caseload, with around 8,500 new daily infections reported in recent weeks.
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